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ABOUT US
INSTACHEW is a Canadian based company established in 2016. At INSTACHEW we

realize that there is a significant lack of innovative products in the pet industry,

making it hard for owners to care for their pets. Since our inception we have

introduced products like the INSTACHEW Smart Pet Feeder, an automated, smart pet

feeder, bridging the gap between smart technology and pet supplies. Since then

INSTACHEW has partnered with leading players in the smart pet products industry to

introduce innovative products to all pet owners all over the world.

OUR MISSION
To solve day to day challenges pet owners face to care for their pets through 

innovative products.
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APPS

INSTACHEW
Connect to the Instachew 
Smart Pet Feeder to monitor 
your pet’s feeding schedule 
and communicate with your 
pet through dual audio-
video communication.

PETKIT
Connect to various PETKIT 
products, that allow for 
monitoring various functions 
such as: sleep cycle, weight, 
food intake, product 
temperature etc.
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FEEDING - AUTOMATIC

Instachew Smart
Pet Feeder

Fresh Element
Smart Pet Feeder

Fresh Element Mini
Smart Pet Feeder



FEEDING - BOWLS

Fresh Metal Bowl Fresh 
Antibacterial Bowl

Fresh
Nano

Cat Can
Holder



The INSTACHEW Smart Pet Feeder is the perfect 

device to automatically feed your pets based 

on the schedule you set and the 

recommended portions appropriate for your 

pets. The feeder can be accessed from any 

where in the world via the Instachew app. 

INSTACHEW 
SMART PET FEEDER



FEATURES
Interactive App Enabled Feeding:
Automatic feedings according to the schedules you set and an instant feed function which allows you to
feed your pet immediately from anywhere in the world.

Portion Control:
Choose between 10 - 100 grams per serving.

Video Monitoring:
Easily capture amazing pictures, or record videos to share with your friends at any time!

Dual Audio Communication:
No matter where you are, turn on the mic on your app and just like that, your pets will hear you through
the mic, while their response comes back to you in real time.

Kibble Supported:
Use kibble from 5 - 15 mm in size.

Emergency Power Supply:
Power outage? Not to worry, the feeder is powered by 4D-cell alkaline batteries, which will ensure that
your pet does not miss a feeding!

WEIGHT:
2.1 kg

CAPACITY:
4.3 L

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO MEDIUM

38

30

24.5

ADD-ONS:
Stainless Steel Food Bowl



FRESH ELEMENT 
SMART PET FEEDER
The PETKIT Fresh Element Smart Pet Feeder is an intelligent device that helps your pets 

stay healthy with minimal involvement from you. The Fresh Element contains ten high-

precision sensors to create the best feeding system in the market. 



FEATURES
Interactive App Enabled Feeding:
Create a schedule for your pet to be fed automatically or use the instant feed function to feed your pet
immediately from anywhere in the world.

Portion Control:
Choose between 1/5th of a cup to 4 cups per serving.

Enhanced Storage Capacity:
Store up to 6lb of food, always sealed and fresh!

Fresh Lock Technology:
A Silicone ring seal and a moisture-proof desiccant box inside the feeder keeps the food fresh.

Kibble Supported:
Use kibble from 5 - 25 mm in size.

Emergency Power Supply:
Power outage? Don’t worry! As a back-up, the feeder can be powered by 4D-cell alkaline batteries,
which will ensure that your pet does not miss their feeding!

WEIGHT:
5 kg

CAPACITY:
5.9 L

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE

44.5

50

22.3

COLOURS:



The PETKIT Fresh Element Mini is the perfect 

feeder designed for cats and small dogs. This 

feeder comes with a new and improved food 

delivery method that ensures a more precise 

and flexible meal plan for your pet. Our new 

mini size Fresh Element can placed anywhere in 

your home and it will not take up much space. 

FRESH ELEMENT MINI



FEATURES
Enhanced Design:
Why get a pet sitter when you have the Fresh Element Mini? This Automatic feeder will be able to feed
your pet from anywhere at anytime. Simply use the app to set your pet's feeding times and they will be
fed automatically. Alternatively, feed them manually using the PETKIT app on your mobile device
instantly.

Freshness:
The Fresh Element Mini contains a food grade Soft Silicone Sealing Ring in the food outlet door and within
the lid of the food compartment. Remember to change the desiccant packs every 30 days to ensure the
food is kept fresh.

Easy Maintenance:
Use a damp cloth to clean the feeder. We have placed 4 rubber grips at the bottom of the unit to ensure
it doesn't slip. The feeder also takes back-up batteries in case the power goes out.

Dispensing Mechanism:
The feeder has been designed to not let your pet's kibble get stuck during scheduled feeding times. The
self-adapting system designed into this feeder includes a back-plate, food mixing blade and silicone
impeller which means that your pet's food will dispense unhindered.

WEIGHT:
2.2 kg

CAPACITY:
2.8 L

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO MEDIUM

31.5

31.9

17

ADD-ONS:
Desiccant Packs



The PETKIT fresh smart anti-bacterial bowl features a 

built-in digital scale which tracks the weight of food 

in both pounds and kilograms. It additionally 

features an anti-microbial BioClean act outer shell 

which automatically helps eliminate a large 

majority of bad bacteria and germs.

FRESH 
ANTIBACTERIAL BOWL



FEATURES
Enhanced Weighing Technology:
Features a built-in digital scale that converts weight from grams to pounds.

Food Tracking:
Use the PETKIT app to track food consumption manually with food suggestions.

BioClean Act:
The bowl is made with a patented anti-microbial material and waterproof outer shell, which means you
can easily remove bacteria from the surface of the bowl by simply washing it under the sink.

WEIGHT:
0.465 kg

CAPACITY:
0.45 L

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO MEDIUM

6 18

18

COLOURS:

Grey boneColor ballPolka dotMondrianWhite



What makes this bowl unique from the rest? Well, with 

the Fresh Nano Cat Bowl, the designers have carefully 

studied the face shape and features of various cats. 

This research resulted in coming up with the most 

optimal shape and inclination angle for the bowl to 

help your pet with the best healthy eating habits. 

FRESH 
NANO BOWL



FEATURES
Ergonomic:
The 15 degree tilt allows for your cat to easily access their food. Additionally, the bowl has been raised as
well to enhance your pet’s comfort while they eat.

Leak Proof:
You can twist the bowl on the base either tilted or flat. Both options will be secured in place once locked
in.

Skid Proof:
4 skid-proof rubberized grips at the bottom of the base allows for proper gripping.

Easy to Clean:
The clear bowls are removable, which allows for them to be easily washed and dried.

WEIGHT:
0.38 kg – 0.62 kg

CAPACITY:
0.27 L – 0.45 l

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE CATS

1633

8.7



The Silicone Cat Can Holder is a 

great way to feed your cat canned 

food in a beautiful way. Not only is it 

a sleek design, but it is made of easily 

cleaned silicone that is also sturdy.

CAT CAN HOLDER



FEATURES
Ergonomic:
Designed to relieve pressure on the spine.

Food Grade Silicone:
Minimizes movement on surfaces, and allows for easy cleaning.

Anti-overflow design:
The raised edges at the top and base ensure no food overflows.

Easy to Clean:
Easily washed and fast drying.

WEIGHT:
TBD

CAPACITY:
CANNED FOOD

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE CATS

7.216

16

COLOURS:

18

18 8.3

SMALL: MEDIUM:



WATER

Eversweet Smart
Water Fountain 2.0

Eversweet 
Travel Bottle



The fountain features a 3 tier filtration system which filters out 

and helps eliminate or screen harmful compounds and 

impurities found in water. The fountain is designed with an 

infinity-flow concept which guides the water flow through 

perforated slots that allow users to enjoy an ultra-silent 

experience in combination with a powerful built-in water pump. 

EVERSWEET 
SMART WATER FOUNTAIN



FEATURES
Reliable Design:
Eco-friendly, nontoxic, odorless and durable.

Purification System:
Filtered with mesh, water loop pulp filter, activated carbon filter; and ion-exchange-resin, and provides
filtered and oxygen-enriched water is designed enables for the protection of your pet's health.

Indicators:
Will inform you to refill the water tank in time to avoid shortage of water. Otherwise, it will power off
automatically. The filter indicator tells you to replace the filter regularly.

Silent:
With this silent pump you can hardly hear any sound coming from the fountain (<50DB in 40cm range).
This means that you will not have any noises even in your bedroom.

Energy Saving:
During the day, the pump will be on for 2 minutes, and off for 1 minute. At night, the pump will be on for 5
mins and rest for 55 mins. For normal Mode, the pump is on throughout the day.

WEIGHT:
1.4 kg

CAPACITY:
2 L

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE

18

18

15

COLOURS: ADD-ONS (SEE ADD-ONS SECTION):
Smart Water Warmer

Cleaning Set

Foam Filters

Filter Replacement

18



EVERSWEET SMART FILTRATION SYSTEM

Tray Mesh

captures hairs and large 
debris

Activated Carbon & Ion Exchange Resin

captures hairs and large debris

Filter Tray

Available for Gen. 1 fountains to 
use new filters

Filter Mesh

captures smaller impurities



Hydrate your pet with water while traveling on-the-go. Our unique bottle solves the 

inconvenience of having to hydrate your pet using both hands or finding filtered 

water when you need it. The carbon filter helps reduce heavy metals and chlorine 

found in unfiltered water. Features a string located at the top for easier carrying.

EVERSWEET SMART TRAVEL BOTTLE



FEATURES
One-Hand Watering:
Has a press and hold water dispensing button allowing for a reversible functionality. If your pets don't finish
their water, simply press and hold the button and refill with the unused water.

Easy to Use:
The bowl makes it easy for your pets to drink from, as it has been designed with a drinking arc that allows
dogs from all sizes and shapes to stay hydrated.

Leak-Proof:
With this silent pump you can hardly hear any sound coming from the fountain (<50DB in 40cm range ).
This means that you will not have any noises even in your bedroom.

Healthy:
The filter is extracted from coconut peelings, which removes the unpleasant odors and chlorinated
residues.

WEIGHT:
0.157 kg

CAPACITY:
0.4 L

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE

27.1

COLOURS:

6.5



TOYS - CATS

PETKIT Cat Tent 4-in-1 Cat Scratcher



FUN Tree Toy

TOYS - DOGS



The PETKIT 4 in 1 Cat Scratcher is designed for your cat to play, tease, smell, sleep all within one device. It 

comes with a base unit that can hold 2 balls and a scratch board.  Complimentary cat nip is also included 

to sprinkle on the board. The inside of the green ball contains catnip and inside the orange ball are bells that 

makes it super entertaining for your cats to chase and smell. 

4-IN-1 CAT SCRATCHER



FEATURES
Bed:
This cat scratcher can not only be used as a toy, but also as a bed. The 33 cm diameter allows for your
pets to take a snooze when they're done chasing the balls or scratching the board.

Toy Balls:
Keeps the senses engaged with the green and orange balls. The green ball has cat nip and the orange
ball has a bell.

Consumables:
The green and orange balls, and the scratch pad are all replaceable.

Design:
The 4 in 1 cat scratcher comes with a corrugated board that is both solid and durable. It offers your cat a
fun and healthy play experience.

WEIGHT:
1.4 kg

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE CATS

7.1

ADD-ONS:
Replacement Corrugated Board

Meow Planet Balls

44



Do you want your dogs to have clean teeth? 

The Petkit Fun Tree will be able to do that. 

Do you want to play fetch with your puppy? 

Use the Fun Tree to play fetch!

Do you want your puppy to be able to work 

for their treats? The Fun Tree has that ability as 

well. 

FUN TREES



FEATURES
Teeth Cleaning:
The bumps on the Fun Tree toys help the dogs keep their teeth clean.

Playing:
The Fun Tree can be used to play fetch! Keep your pets healthy and active by throwing the Fun Tree
around for them to catch.

Safe & Durable:
Fun Trees are manufactured with premium grade rubber with no chemical smells. Additionally the
material allows for the toys to retain their shape during bouncing around during play. The Fun Tree is also
bite resistant and indestructible.

Easily Cleaned & Stored:
Simply wash the ball and allow for it to dry. Once dried you may use the Fun Tree as home decor or
simply store away with the rest of your pet's toys.

WEIGHT:
0.5 kg

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE DOGS

55

100

COLOURS:

SMALL:

65

120

MEDIUM:



LIVING – SMART

Cozy Smart 
Cat Cave



LIVING - BEDS

Cooling Bed Warming Bed Deep Sleep
Pet Mattress



Want to provide the optimum temperature for your pet to 

rest in? Well look no more as INSTACHEW is presenting the 

world's first Smart Pet Cave, with controllable internal 

temperature. This is a cat house like no other. 

COZY SMART PET HOME



FEATURES
Interactive App:
You can set the temperature so that it is either cool or warm depending on your pet's
preference using the PETKIT app.

Sleep Cycle Monitoring:
The Cozy Smart Pet Cave comes with a infrared sensor that detects whether your pet is in their
cave or not. Once your pet is inside, it will record your pet's resting time, providing you with
valuable data to share with your vet.

One of a Kind Design:
The Cozy has been designed in such a way that is can be aesthetically pleasing when placed in
your home.

WEIGHT:
5.1 kg

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO MEDIUM CATS/DOGS

42.343

39



The PETKIT Cooling Bed is the perfect bed for your 

furry friend. It's orthopedic memory foam provides 

great support for your pet's joints and pressure points. 

The cooling pad contains water based gel which 

allows for a cool environment while your pet sleeps.

The PETKIT Warming Bed is the perfect bed for your 

furry friend to stay warm. Its orthopedic memory 

foam provides great support for your pet's joints and 

pressure points. The pad's inner lining contains heat 

reflective fabric that reflects your pet's body heat 

allowing them to stay warm and cozy while they rest.

COOLING PET BED

WARMING PET BED



FEATURES
Memory Foam:
The memory foam allows for the bed to perfectly adjust and take the shape of your pet. It allows for your
pet to rest comfortably while providing great support for their pressure points.

Easy to Clean:
Interior and exterior pad covers can be removed easily for cleaning.

Design:
The bed has been designed for optimal comfort for your pets using a beautiful linen fabric that is durable,
soft and breathable. The exterior pad is made of soft velvet.

WEIGHT:
1 kg

WEIGHT:
1.35 kg

WEIGHT:
2.6 kg

55

1644

SMALL:

65

2152

MEDIUM:

90

2468

LARGE:

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE CATS/DOGS



The PETKIT Deep Sleep Mattress is the perfect bed for 

your furry friend to rest well. It's orthopedic memory 

foam provides great support for your pet's joints and 

pressure points.

DEEP SLEEP MATRRESS 



PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE CATS/DOGS

12.5

70

55

MEDIUM:

16

90

70

LARGE:

WEIGHT:
2.42 kg

WEIGHT:
1.54 kg

FEATURES
Memory Foam:
The memory foam allows for the bed to perfectly adjust and take the shape of your pet. It allows for your
pet to rest comfortably while providing great support for their pressure points.

Easy to Clean:
Interior and exterior pad covers can be removed easily for cleaning.

Design:
The bed has been designed for optimal comfort for your pets using a beautiful linen fabric that is durable,
soft and breathable. The exterior pad is made of soft velvet.



CLEANING

Pura
Litterbox

Pura Dog
Pee Pad Tray

Pura Air Odor
Eliminator



CLEANING

Lint Roller Paw Cleaner &
Massager

Paw Comb Silicone Mats



If you were hoping for the best 

way to quickly clean dog's 

paws after some muddy fun, 

we'll this is the perfect solution 

for you. Our Paw Cleaner 

comes in two different sizes 

and it includes a 

complimentary massager that 

you can use separately!

PAW 
CLEANER



FEATURES
360 Deep Clean:
The Paw Cleaner comes with silicone based bristles that allows for enjoyable cleaning experience.

Convenient:
The Paw Cleaner has been designed to allow the pet parent to easily operate and prevent a wet mess.
The massager can be taken out to be used as a brush and comb!

Easy to Clean:
The Paw Cleaner components are readily detachable. You simply soak it in water with some detergent,
let it dry, and put it back together for the next use!

WEIGHT:
0.47 kg

12.6

9.5

SMALL:

16

12,5

MEDIUM:

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO MEDIUM CATS/DOGS

WEIGHT:
0.36 kg



The Everclean Massage Comb and Pet Brush is 

made with high-quality, skin-friendly silicone and 3D 

curved bristles to glide through the pet’s hair and 

remove tangles. The shape of the comb also 

promotes circulation by gently massaging the skin 

and can be used as a bath brush.

COMB & MASSAGER



FEATURES
Effective:
Brushing with this comb effectively reduces shedding.

Massaging:
The silicone based bristles that allows for enjoyable massaging experience.

Easy to Clean:
The silicone material only needs a quick rinse to be cleaned.

WEIGHT:
0.36 kg

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE CATS/DOGS

9.5

COLOURS:



SILICONE MATS
The PETKIT feeding silicone mat is made of safe 

and non-toxic material: food grade, premium 

US FDA approved silicone. Big enough for most 

pets bowls, feeder, drinking fountains, stands, 

station, or dishes.



FEATURES
Raised Edge:
With 0.2 cm raised edge the PETKIT dog water proof mat protects your floors from water spills and messy
wet food. Large enough to contain spills from both food and water bowls

Anti-Skid:
Eliminate spills with our skid proof pet mat

Easy to Clean:
Waterproof, durable Pet Feeding Mat, easy to clean and dries quickly. Dishwasher washable. Also, it is
flexible, just roll it up to store or pack for travel.

Safe:
100% PREMIUM SILICONE MAT, FDA approved, non-toxic, hypoallergenic, BPA free. No open pores to
harbor bacteria; odor and stain resistant

WEIGHT:
0.4 kg

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE CATS/DOGS

COLOURS:

34

46



PURA CAT 
LITTERBOX
You know the litter trail 

that is left behind when 

your cat leaves their 

litter box? Well, the 

PURA Litter Box helps 

solve that problem.



FEATURES
Litter Track Prevention:
The litter box has been designed with a platform that has 6.3 mm gaps to allow litter from the paws of
your cat to fall back into the litter box. This keeps your floors clean and litter free.

Pura Air Odor Eliminator:
The Pura Litter Box includes a complimentary Pura Air Odor Eliminator. A specific compartment has been
made for the Odor Eliminator to detect when your cat leaves the litter box and release negative ions and
air freshener to eliminator bacteria and odor.

Easy to Clean:
The Pura Litter Box is easy to clean. The whole body can be taken apart and cleaned thoroughly. For litter
scooping, simply raise the platform and scoop away.

WEIGHT:
2.75 kg

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE CATS

37.4

35

50.7



PURA DOG PEE PAD
The PETKIT Pura Dog Training Tray is the perfect 

training tray for your furry friends. This is an excellent 

way to have your pet’s potty trained for when you 

are not home. It is a double layered litter tray, 

specifically engineered to do indoor excretion 

training, made with premium composite resin, 

durable and corrosion resistant.



FEATURES
Easy to Clean:
The Innovative handle on the tray allows you to easily open and change the pad.

Detachable:
Simple lift the mesh with the handle and remove the pad. You can take the PURA DOG with you when
you go on a trip for a convenient way to deal with your pet's waste.

WEIGHT:
1.9 kg

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE DOGS

39

52 4.7



PURA AIR ODOR ELIMINATOR
Pura Air is a smart odor eliminator that prevents the smell that comes from 

your cat's litter box to spread to the rest of your home. In fact, you can 

use the Pura Air anywhere that is stinky! 

60



FEATURES
Proactive Jetting Mode:
The Inductive mode removes odor automatically when your pet enters within its vicinity. The intermittent
mode cycles every 6 hours automatically to keep the air in the room fresh.

Modular Refresher:
A module within the Pura Air contains extracts from 20 different plants that are safe and non-toxic. These
plant extracts can eliminate the odor by breaking down odor inducing compounds (i.e.. hydrogen
sulfide) in the room and provides you with a room that is odorless and fresh.

Infrared Thermal:
The Pura Air is equipped with an infrared thermal sensor that can automatically identify objects (i.e.. pets)
that enter its detection range, then release and the natural extracts to eliminate odor.

Ionic Air Purifier:
The Pura Air is an ionizer that can remove airborne particles (ie. dust, viruses, etc) decreasing you and
your pet's chances of catching some sort of viral bug!

WEIGHT:
0.27 kg

4

16.4 3.2

ADD-ON:
Pura Replacement Filter Cartridge



TRAVELING

Go Leash
Dog Waste 

Bags Dispenser



TRAVELING

Air Harness Air Pro Harness Air Fly Harness



WASTE BAGS DISPENSER
PETKIT's dog waste bag dispenser has been 

designed to be as convenient as possible: its 

easy to attach to your dog’s lead, harness or 

your bag, and each bag is large enough to 

place over your hand to pick up waste with 

ease. The top easily unscrews and refill rolls can 

be placed inside with the first bag ready to go: 

no tugging or struggling to find the start of the 

roll.



FEATURES
Easy to Use:
Each bag is large enough to place over your hand to pick up waste with ease. The top easily unscrews 
and refill rolls can be placed inside with the first bag ready to go: no tugging or struggling to find the start 
of the roll.

Attachable:
Its easy to attach to your dogs lead, harness or your bag,

Durable:
The thickened material we use is non-toxic, durable and leak-proof.

WEIGHT:
0.36 kg

15 30

22

ADD-ON:
Dog Waste Bags Refill

3.8



GO SHINE LEASH
The GO Shine is a retractable leash that 

can be used during the day or night. At 

night you will not need to worry about not 

being able to see ahead of you as the 

leash comes with LED flashlight. 



FEATURES
Double Streamer LED Rings:
Want to make your walk interesting in the dark, simply change the color of your leash to any color you 
like.

LED Flashlight
Watch where you are walking at night using the flashlight that comes with the leash.

Smooth and Flexible:
The Go Shine has been designed to allow for the pet owner to have a strong grip while being able to
control the features of the leash.

Patented Semi Automatic Lock:
You will have full control of the length of the leash with patented the semi-automatic lock.

Inductive Touch:
A simple touch can turn on the light and allow for you to choose the color of your liking.

Magnetic Contact Charging
The Go Shine is simply charged with a separate base.

WEIGHT:
Body – 212 g
Base – 153 g

Material:
Shell + Base – ABS
Handle - BioCleanAct

16.1 cm

9.
3 

cm

5 cm

9.
3 

cm

16.9 cm 6.4 cm

9.
3 

cm

9.
3 

cm



AIR HARNESS
The PETKIT Harness Air is made of 

unibody fabric material (polyester 

yarn) in a special knitting 

technique, which boasts good 

permeability, flexibility and 

support, and it reduces the weight 

and strengthens the fitting on the 

pet.

68



FEATURES
Customizable:
Everyday harness that is easy to put on and comfortable for dogs to wear. Offers 4 points of adjustment
that allow you to create a customizable fit.

Secure:
The Front Range offers THREE secure leash attachment points: a handle for pick up dogs when Cross the
road and an aluminum V-ring on the dog's back for everyday walks.

Safe:
The Front Range features padded chest and belly panels for good load dispersion to ensure that your
dog is comfortable when wearing the harness. The reflective trim that allows you to keep an eye on your
dog, even in low-light visibility environments.

WEIGHT:
0.27 kg

ADD-ON:
PETKIT seat belt

COLOURS:

SMALL:

55-70

40-62MEDIUM:

LARGE:

45 -58

38-48

62-88

60-86

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE DOGS



AIR PRO 
HARNESS
The PETKIT Air Pro Harness is a 

beautifully designed harness 

vest that combines comfort 

with style. 



FEATURES
Comfortable:
The harness is designed to reduce pressure and discomfort from your dog's thorax and abdomen.

Light:
The Air Pro Harness is made of 8 mm light foam making it elastic and shock absorbent.

Breathable:
Cationic dyeable polyester (CDP) exterior lining gives the Air Pro Harness the ability to quickly dry up and
breathable. Perfect for your pet during the hot summer months.

WEIGHT:
0.175 kg

ADD-ON:
PETKIT seat belt

X-SMALL:

45-52

40-47SMALL:

MEDIUM:

40-45

35-40

52-58

46-52

WEIGHT:
0.191 kg

WEIGHT:
0.216 kg

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO MEDIUM DOGS



AIR FLY HARNESS
The PETKIT Air Pro Harness is a beautifully designed 

harness vest that combines comfort with style. 



FEATURES
Elastic Yarn Interweaving:
The Air Fly harness is made with an elastic yarn that is blended with rubber filaments to enhance elasticity 
and fitting. 

3D Integrated Weaving:
The Air Fly Harness is made to be light, breathable, wear resistant, and comfortable.

Chest Cushion:
A cushion made of soft sponge is added to the chest area to reduce impact during the pulling process.

Easy to use:
The Air Fly Harness is designed to be easily worn and washed. It is machine washable.

ADD-ON:
DEWORMING CAPSULE –
Effective for 1 week

PET TYPE:
SMALL TO LARGE DOGS

3D INTEGRATED WEAVING

ELASTIC YARN INTERWAEVING

CHEST CUSHIONING

DEWORMING COMPARTMENT



ADD-ONS



CLEANING
PETKIT Eversweet Cleaning Set
This is a cleaning set that is used to clean to the Eversweet Smart Water 
Fountains, but can be used to clean any PETKIT products.  

PETKIT Roller Refill
These are refill lint rolls for the PETKIT Lint Roller.

PETKIT Waste Bags
These are refill waste bags for the PETKIT Dog Waste Bag Dispenser.



OTHERS
Generation 2 Eversweet Fountain Water Warmer
This is a water warmer to control the temperature of the water in the 
Generation 2 Eversweet Water Fountain. 

INSTACHEW Stainless Steel Bowl
This is an additional food tray made of stainless steel for the INSTACHEW 
Smart Pet Feeder.  

Fresh Element Feeders Desiccants
This is a pack of desiccants than can be added to the automated 
feeder to keep kibble more fresh. 

PETKIT Seat Belt
This is a seatbelt that can be worn with any PETKIT and non-PETKIT 
harness. 
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